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About This Game

Fascinating atmosphere of darkness and frightening silence is waiting for you in the game "Time of Silence". Fall deep into the
world gloom, discover a line of complicated puzzles and stratagems of mysterious house. But be careful! Every door has its own

secret, and you must open a code lock to know all of them.

Ready for that? Then let us know by giving your voice for that game, and soon doors of the house will be open for everyone.
But it will be very hard to come back, try yourself and join our journey.

We did our best for making the finest conditions for you to spend your game time with comfort, so we make intuitive system of
autosaving.
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Title: Time Of Silence
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
DarkLight
Publisher:
AYE Technology
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz or higher

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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pretty good game. Worst game in steam!. Low games.... As a horror game , is the first riddle too difficult? Who can tell me how
to deal with it .... I had waste an hour at the first riddle . and when i started a new game, I missed my key , and where is it ? I
hope I can enjoy it,, but you can't make me fell defeated at first . ... So who can tell me what is the picture's mean that on the
wall . Could you see it? author?. For the money,in principle, a good game. 6cb573b22618609
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Ugh. Another cheap game made in Unity by a single person, and this time Russian no doubt. The entire game menu is in
Russian and it seems you can't change it. I tried by clicked on all the options and there doesn't seem to be a way. If there is I
missed it, and for that I apologize - I couldn't tell, for it's in Russian.

The whole game has a VCR static filter on it. No thanks.

Also, there doesn't seem to be a way to go through any of the locked doors after immediately leaving the main one. No key
anywhere, and everybody else seems to say the exact same thing.

I learned all this in under 10 minutes.

Stay away.

. my Steam turned Russian! I don't know what's going on! HELP!. I got this game over a year ago and only now I decided to
play it, so I have no idea if I paid for it or got it for free.

Now that that's out of the way, let's get on with the review.

This game is.. weird. I suppose that's the most polite way to put it. It's one of those indie games that quality wise looks like it
was put together in 30 mins and was never play tested prior to release.
You start out with the game being in russian and if you do not speak russian, as I would imagine being the case for the majority
of you, you're stuck! Luckily for me I live in Eastern Europe and studied russian in school. So to change the language you'll
need to click the buton in the bottom left of the screen in the main menu. Quick hint: it won't make a difference at all.
Aparently, the clues in the game were translated with something even worse than Google Translator.
Also the window with the controls before the game said you have a jump button. You don't. What it doesn't say is that you have
a flashlight and a "use" button. Fortunately my FPS experience with Half-Life, CS and the like has taught me that "F" key is the
flashlight and the "E" key is the use button.
Anyway, now for the gameplay. The atmosphere is okay-ishly spooky. Nothing too spectacular, however, for unknown reasons
you have static in front of your eyes the whole time. There are no monsters in the game, no enemies at all, except for bad level
geometry. I got stuck in a wall mid-game in one of the rooms. Good thing the game saves progress. It doesn't matter actually.
The whole game is literally 30 mins long. So you can get to where you were in 5 secs.
The puzzles get progressivle weird and nonsensical, but good people have written guides in both english and russian, so they got
you covered.
When you finish the game you get a screen saying you escaped or whatever and that's it.

To conclude this game is bad even by indie games, developed by one guy standards. It has no story, no tension, no sense of
completion. I can only recomend it if you get it for free and you're dead bored and have time to kill.
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